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Figure 1. We present the DCM dataset, which contains 3.2 hours paired 3D Dance motion, Camera movement and Music audio.

Abstract

Choreographers determine what the dances look like,
while cameramen determine the final presentation of
dances. Recently, various methods and datasets have show-
cased the feasibility of dance synthesis. However, camera
movement synthesis with music and dance remains an un-
solved challenging problem due to the scarcity of paired
data. Thus, we present DCM, a new multi-modal 3D
dataset, which for the first time combines camera movement
with dance motion and music audio. This dataset encom-
passes 108 dance sequences (3.2 hours) of paired dance-
camera-music data from the anime community, covering 4
music genres. With this dataset, we uncover that dance
camera movement is multifaceted and human-centric, and
possesses multiple influencing factors, making dance cam-
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era synthesis a more challenging task compared to camera
or dance synthesis alone. To overcome these difficulties,
we propose DanceCamera3D, a transformer-based diffu-
sion model that incorporates a novel body attention loss
and a condition separation strategy. For evaluation, we
devise new metrics measuring camera movement quality,
diversity, and dancer fidelity. Utilizing these metrics, we
conduct extensive experiments on our DCM dataset, provid-
ing both quantitative and qualitative evidence showcasing
the effectiveness of our DanceCamera3D model. Code and
video demos are available at https://github.com/
Carmenw1203/DanceCamera3D-Official.

1. Introduction

Dancing with the camera is a unique cinematic experience
that merges cinematography and choreography. In the pro-
cess of dance video production, moving the camera along
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with the dancer better captures the focus of dance motions
and provides the audience with a more immersive story-
telling experience. However, dance camera movement is in-
fluenced by multifaceted factors including music and dance.
Going further, a good dance camera should have diverse
shot-type changes and human-centric characteristics. As
a result, creating camera movement for dance is uniquely
challenging. Meanwhile, existing methods [27, 36, 41] usu-
ally produce dance videos without camera movement which
results in a boring single fixed view for the audience and un-
controllable situations where the dancer moves out of sight.
Thus, how to automatically synthesize associated camera
movement given music and dance is a significant and worth
studying question.

Extensive works have made progress in music-dance
dataset construction and synthesizing dance conditioned on
music. However, camera movement generation with music
and dance remains an open problem. This is mainly due to
the following two main challenges:

– Lack of Dance Camera Data. Previous music-dance
datasets acquire 2D data from dance videos or collect 3D
data using the following three methods: motion capture
(MoCap), 2D to 3D reconstruction, and animator edit.
However, all previous datasets only focus on music and
dance, or have difficulties capturing the mobile camera
pose and trajectory. Specifically, MoCap-based meth-
ods [3, 40, 44, 52] rely on multi-camera with fixed posi-
tions or inertial sensors to achieve better accuracy so that
it’s harder and more complicated to use another mobile
camera in the system and record the related parameters.
Reconstruction-based methods [23, 27, 29, 38, 49] have
problems extracting camera movements from dance video
since it’s confusing for the model to distinguish between
camera movement and dancer movement. Animator-
edited methods are suitable for camera movement de-
sign but previous related datasets [8, 26] only collect mu-
sic audio and dance motion. In addition, some previous
methods explore the camera movement extraction from
2D films, however relative positions of two characters are
needed which is a very specific condition and cannot be
applied to dance situations.

– Complexity of Dance Cinematography. Unlike dance
choreography and normal cinematography, dance cine-
matography considers 1) multifaceted representation of
camera movement including trajectory, direction, and
field of view, 2) human-centric features denoting shot
types and changes such as long shot, medium shot, close-
up, cut-in, and cut-out, and 3) correlation with music and
dance which indicates different moving speed, shot types,
and body parts attention according to music and dance.
Therefore, dance camera synthesis is more complicated
than dance synthesis or normal cinematography.

To address the above issues, in this paper, we con-

struct DCM, a new multi-model 3D Dance-Camera-Music
dataset, which for the first time collects camera keyframes
and movements along with music and dance to advance the
study of dance cinematography. We collect 108 dance se-
quences of paired dance-camera-music data from the anime
community, which sum up to 3.2 hours and cover 4 lan-
guages of music.

With this dataset, we present DanceCamera3D, a
transformer-based diffusion network, the first model that
can robustly synthesize camera movement given music and
dance. To better balance the effect of music and dance
motion to camera movement, we propose a strong-weak
condition separation strategy for classifier-free guidance
(CFG) [16]. Meanwhile, we devise a new body attention
loss to help DanceCamera3D achieve better focus on differ-
ent limb parts. In addition, we introduce new metrics con-
sidering shot features and fidelity to the dancing character
which are significant in dance cinematography. Using these
new metrics and some rational metrics from dance synthe-
sis, we conduct comprehensive quantitative and qualitative
evaluations on our DCM dataset, which demonstrate that
our DanceCamera3D outperforms the baseline models on
quality, diversity, and fidelity. Experiments also approve
that our strong-weak condition separation strategy helps the
diffusion model acquire more feasibility in the trade-off
among quality, diversity, and dancer fidelity. In summary,
our contributions are as follows:
• We construct a new DCM dataset, which for the first time

collects rich annotated camera data with multi-genre mu-
sic and dance. Our DCM dataset possesses the potential
to benefit the studies of dance camera synthesis, camera
keyframing, and shot type classification.

• We introduce a novel Music Dance driven Camera Move-
ment Synthesis task, which aims to automatically synthe-
size camera movement given music and dance. To our
best knowledge, this is the first work that proposes and
works on such a problem. To conduct comprehensive
evaluations, we devise new metrics considering dance
cinematography knowledge.

• We present DanceCamera3D, a transformer-based diffu-
sion model, which is the first model for camera synthesis
from music and dance. DanceCamera3D achieves more
feasibility and better fidelity with a strong-weak condition
separation strategy and a novel loss function.

2. Related Work

2.1. Dance and Camera Dataset

The construction of 2D and 3D music-dance datasets has
attracted much attention since data-driven methods became
popular in dance synthesis. Early works construct 2D
music-dance datasets from videos. Authors of [24] ex-
tract 2D skeleton from dance videos using 2D pose esti-
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Dataset
Camera

Data
Camera

Keyframes
Camera Data
Acquisition

Dance
Data

Dance
Keyframes

Dance Data
Acquisition

Capture
Environment

AIST [43] Fixed-multi-view ✗ 2D videos 2D ✗ 2D videos Lab-control
GrooveNet [3] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ MoCap Lab-control

Dance with Melody [40] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ MoCap Lab-control
FineDance [28] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ MoCap Lab-control
AIST++ [27] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ Reconstruction Lab-control
AIST-M [49] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ Reconstruction Lab-control

AIOZ-GDANCE [23] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ Reconstruction Lab-control
ChoreoMaster [8] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✗ Animator In-the-wild

PhantomDance [26] ✗ ✗ ✗ 3D ✓ Animator In-the-wild
Jiang et al. [22] Movable-view ✗ Reconstruction ✗ ✗ ✗ In-the-wild
Bonatti et al. [4] Movable-view ✗ Defined-Rules ✗ ✗ ✗ Lab-control

Yu et al. [51] Fixed-multi-view ✗ Animator ✗ ✗ ✗ Lab-control
DCM Movable-view ✓ Animator 3D ✓ Animator In-the-wild

Table 1. Comparsion of dance-camera-music datasets. Our DCM dataset is the first 3D dataset with dance, music, and camera movement
including keyframe data, which can benefit the studies of dance camera synthesis, camera keyframing, and shot type classification.

mation [6]. AIST [43] provides multi-view dancing videos
paired with music. Meanwhile, tremendous progress has
been made in the construction of 3D dance datasets. From
the perspective of data acquisition methods, 3D dance
datasets can be divided into three categories: motion cap-
ture (MoCap) based, reconstruction-based, and animator-
edited datasets. Authors of [3, 28, 40, 44, 52] utilize Mo-
Cap to record 3D skeletons to build music-dance datasets.
Considering the high cost for hiring dancers and equip de-
vices of MoCap system, authors of [23, 27, 29, 38, 45, 49]
propose to extract 3D dance pose from 2D dance video
with tracking and pose estimation tools like AlphaPose [14]
and MMPose [9]. Unlike the above two types of 3D
datasets, animator-edited datasets [8, 26] are built from
anime communities or hiring animators to annotate dance
motions aligned with music. However, previous music-
dance datasets all focus on music and dance data acquire-
ment or have problems in capturing movable camera move-
ment. Therefore, the camera correlation with music and
dance is not exploited in these datasets. Besides, cam-
era datasets are constructed for camera planning studies.
Specifically, authors of [22] extract camera movement from
2D films, which relies on the positions of two characters.
Authors of [4] produce multi-view tracking camera data
with pre-defined movement rules in a photo-realistic sim-
ulator. Authors of [51] manually edit multi-camera with
fixed positions for the study of camera placement in story-
telling situations. Overall, existing camera datasets are lim-
ited in pre-defined rules or 2D estimation methods which
have many constraints. Yet, movable camera data in dance
situations is ignored. We compare different music-dance
datasets in Table 1.

2.2. Dance Synthesis

Dance synthesis and dance camera synthesis are closely re-
lated problems since they share significant procedures in-
cluding music feature extraction, encoding of dance mo-
tions and music features, and spatio-temporal forecasting.
Extensive works have made progress in dance synthesis.
Early methods [7, 13, 25, 30] regard music-to-dance as
a similarity-based or statistical retrieval problem, which
results in unrealistic choreographies and limited capac-
ity. With the development of deep learning methods and
large-scale datasets, researchers utilize neural networks to
solve this problem. Typically, Crnkovic-Friis et al. [10]
devise a Chor-RNN framework to predict dance motion.
Tang et al. [40] synthesize dance motion using an LSTM-
autoencoder. Wu et al. [46] employ Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) to learn both music-to-dance and
dance-to-music. Later, authors of [27, 36, 37] propose
transformer-based methods auto-regressively, and authors
of [41] use a diffusion model to synthesize dance in a de-
noising way. Meanwhile, some previous works [8, 50]
introduce motion units from dance knowledge to produce
more realistic dance, and some others [23, 45, 49] make
efforts to generate group dance. However, previous ap-
proaches all focus on dance synthesis and ignore the sig-
nificance of synthesizing camera movement in dance per-
formance.

2.3. Camera Control and Planning

Automatic cinematography has attracted growing interest
since manually producing film-like videos needs both pro-
fessional practice and high labor but artistic video content is
crucial in media entertainment and game industry. Jiang et
al. [22] propose to extract camera behaviors from film clips
and re-apply these behaviors in a virtual environment. Rao
et al. [33] take story and camera scripts as input to com-
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pose dynamic storyboards with changing camera views in a
virtual environment. Wu et al. [47] propose a GAN-based
controller which generates actor-driven camera movements
considering spatial, emotional, and aesthetic factors. Rucks
et al. [34] present CamerAI to imitate chase camera in third-
person games which have viewpoints constraints. To pro-
duce better cutscenes in games, Evin et al. [12] devise Cine-
AI by mimicking the cinematography techniques of movie
directors. In addition, authors of [15, 18–20] make efforts in
aerial cinematography studies which aim to automatically
generate movement of camera drone with artistic princi-
ples and film style. Compared to previous problems, cam-
era control and planning in dance is more challenging be-
cause the correlation of the camera movement with music
and dance motions should be considered.

3. The DCM Dataset
3.1. Dataset Collection and Preprocessing

Since MoCap and reconstruction methods have difficul-
ties capturing camera movement along with dance motion,
we collect paired dance-camera-music data from the anime
community. The raw data is MikuMikuDance (MMD) re-
sources in which dance motions and camera movements are
represented as keyframes with Bezier Curve parameters.
However, the Bezier Curve makes it a non-differentiable
process to calculate the in-between frames which is not suit-
able for back-propagation. Thus, for training with neural
networks, we calculate motions for each joint and interpo-
late frames between keyframes with Bezier interpolation.
Afterward, we align the dance, camera, and music data.

3.2. Dataset Description

After alignment, we have 108 pieces of paired data(193
minutes) covering music in 4 kinds of languages including
English, Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. For camera pose
representation, we originally acquired data in the MMD for-
mat. As shown in (a) of Figure 2, we assume RP is the
reference point of camera pose, then the MMD format cam-
era data includes the position of RP, rotation and distance
relative to RP, and camera Fov(field of view). This format
is not enough for training because it cannot directly reflect
the spatial relation between camera and character, and abso-
lute camera trajectory which are significant to dance cam-
era synthesis. Thus, we calculate a Camera-Centric format
which consists of global position, rotation, and Fov of the
camera, as shown in (b) of Figure 2. Besides, dance motion
in our data consists of rotations and positions of 60 joints.
The FPS of dance motion and camera movement is 30.

3.3. Dataset Split

The duration of the original data ranges from 17 to 267 sec-
onds, so simply dividing them into the train, test, and val-

(a) MMD Format (b) Camera-Centric Format

Position of RP
(Reference Point)

Distance

Rotation

y

x

z

Position of camera

Shared Data

Fov
(Field of View)

120°

90°

60°

Figure 2. Camera pose formats in our DCM dataset. (a) shows
the original MMD format of camera pose including the position
of RP, rotation and distance relative to RP, and Fov. (b) illustrates
our Camera-Centric format consisting of the camera’s Fov, global
position, and rotation represented with x, y, and z vectors in the
above figure.

(a) DCM dataset (b) Train set (c) Test set (d) Validation set

Time Distributions

Sequence Number Distributions

Figure 3. Detailed distributions of our DCM dataset and split
sets.

idation sets cannot take both the music types and duration
into account. To solve this problem, we first randomly cut
our data into shorter pieces ranging from 17 to 35 seconds,
in which all cut points are keyframes for better reservation
of camera characteristics. Then for every music type, we
randomly split the data with probabilities of 0.8 : 0.1 : 0.1
to obtain the train, test, and validation sets. As shown in
Figure 3, we illustrate the detailed distributions of the split
sets and our whole dataset.

4. Music & Dance Driven Camera Generation
4.1. Problem Formulation

The problem setting of music and dance conditioned cam-
era generation is to predict the movement of the camera
from given aligned music audio and dance poses. Here
we represent music audio and dance pose conditions as
m = {m1,m2, . . . ,mN} and p = {p1, p2, . . . , pN} for a
sequence with N frames. Since dance motion data in MMD
resources have 60 frequently used joints, we represent
dance pose with joints global positions: pi ∈ R60×3. For
the camera representation, we use the MMD format: x =
{x1, x2, . . . , xN}, xi ∈ R3+3+1+1 for training, and calcu-
late the camera-centric format: xc = {xc1, xc2, . . . , xcN},
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Figure 4. Overview of DanceCamera3D Framework. We adopt a transformer-based diffusion architecture to synthesize dance camera
movement given music audio and dance pose as conditions. DanceCamera3D takes above conditions and a noisy sequence zT ∼ N (0, I)
as input and predicts noiseless sample x̂. Then we diffuse back x̂ and repeat the denoising process until t = 0 to acquire final results.

DanceCamera3D
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Figure 5. Illustration of the training process and losses. For
each randomly sampled timestep t, we diffuse back the ground
truth sequence to a noisy sequence. Then DanceCamera3D takes
conditions, timestep, and a noisy sequence to predict camera
movements x̂. We propose to detect joint masks indicating joints
inside the camera view and devise the body attention loss Lba

based on joint masks which are represented with dots on the joints.

xci ∈ R3+3∗3+1 for some loss functions. Overall, Dance-
Camera3D learns to predict camera x from input music m
and dance p.

4.2. DanceCamera3D Architecture

As shown in Figure 4, DanceCamera3D uses a transformer-
based diffusion model to synthesize camera movement in
a denoising manner. Given music and dance pose condi-

tions m and p, we first extract the acoustic feature and
then encode m and p to obtain music and pose embeddings
memb and pemb. Then for generation process, we follow
the DDPM [17] to define the diffusion as a Markov nois-
ing process with T steps, in which latents xt

T
t=0 follow a

forward noising process q(xt|x):

q(xt|x) ∼ N (
√
ᾱtx, (1− ᾱt)I), (1)

where x ∼ p(x) is sampled from data distribution and
ᾱt ∈ (0, 1) are monotonically decreasing constants. In this
way, we can approximately produce xT ∼ N (0, I) when
ᾱt approaches 0. Reversely, our model learns to predict
x̂(xt, t,m,p) ≈ x for all t. Thus, our DanceCamera3D
takes music, dance and a noisy sequence zT ∼ N (0, I) as
input to predict noiseless camera movement x̂. For infer-
ence, we noise x̂ back to timestep t− 1 as xt−1 and repeat
the denoising process until t = 0 to obtain final results.

4.3. Training and Losses

We illustrate the train process and losses for DanceCam-
era3D in Figure 5. Each time, we first randomly sample
t ∈ (0, T ) and x from ground truth distribution. Then
add noise for x to xt with q(xt|x). Afterward, we enter
m, p, and t into the model and acquire synthesized camera
movement sequence x̂. We train our model with commonly
used classifier-free guidance (CFG) [16] in diffusion mod-
els. However, considering music and dance have quite dif-
ferent impacts on camera movement, we propose a strong-
weak condition separation strategy to conduct CFG on these
two conditions respectively instead of together, which is
demonstrated to be effective in Sec 5.4. So far, we can
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restrict the synthesized results to comply with the condi-
tions using losses. For physical realism, we select com-
monly used reconstruction loss Lrec, velocity loss Lvel and
acceleration loss Lacc:

Lrec = ||x− x̂||22,
Lvel = ||x′ − x̂′||22,
Lacc = ||x′′ − x̂′′||22,

(2)

where x′ and x′′ represent the first-order (velocity) and
second-order (acceleration) partial derivatives of camera
movement parameters x on time. However, these com-
monly used losses for movement synthesis cannot help the
model to capture the significance of the dancer’s motion and
even move the dancer out of camera view, for which we
provide a more detailed discussion in Sec 5.5. To solve this
problem, we propose a body attention loss Lba:

Lba = ||Jm− Ĵm ∗ Jm||, (3)

where Jm denotes whether joints are inside or outside the
camera view:

Jmi
j =

{
1 pij inside Camera View,

0 pij outside Camera View,
(4)

where pij refers to position of joint j at frame i. For bet-
ter visualization of the bone mask, we show a sample with
joint dots in Figure 5. More details on the implementation
of Lba and Jm are illustrated in supplementary materials.
Using Lba, the model is restricted to concentrate more on
significant body parts that are captured in ground truth. Our
overall training loss consists of a weighted sum of the above
losses, while λvel, λacc, λba are trade-off weights:

L = Lrec + λvelLvel + λaccLacc + λbaLba. (5)

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Setup

Dataset Preparation. All the experiments in this paper are
conducted on our DCM dataset which for the first time col-
lects camera movement with dance and music. As men-
tioned in Sec 3.3, we split DCM into train, test, and vali-
dation sets, and report the performance on the test set only.
For the training of DanceCamera3D, we split the train data
into 5-second subsequences with a stride of 0.5 seconds.
Implementation Details. In our experiment, the input of
the model is aligned dance motion and music audio except
for a transformer baseline needs an extra 2.5-second (75
frames) camera seed movements. The output of the model is
camera movement sequences with the same length to input
dance and music. During inference, we generate 5-second

subsequences with a stride of 2.5 seconds, then we interpo-
late the overlapping slices to enforce consistency with lin-
ear decaying weight. Afterward, we use a total variation
denoiser [11] to detect the keyframes in our results and use
a Savitzky-Golay filter [35] to smooth camera movements
between keyframes. For the training process, all our experi-
ments are trained with 128 batch size for 3000 epochs using
Adan [48] optimizer. Our final model has 52.7M total pa-
rameters, which was trained on 6 NVIDIA 3090 GPUs for
13 hours. We utilize “Jukebox” to extract music features
that have 4800 dimensions information for each frame. For
diffusion timesteps, we use T = 1000.

S!

S" S#

God’s Eye View Camera Plane Projections

Figure 6. Significant factors for shot features. S1 is the area
of the dancer projected onto the camera plane, S2 is the camera
screen area and S3 is the area of the dancer’s body parts inside the
camera screen. Here we use the character model from Mixamo [2].

5.2. Evaluation Metrics

Kinetic Feature Evaluation. Following prior works [27,
36], we evaluate generated camera movement using Frechet
Inception Distance (FID) for quality and average Euclidean
distance (Dist) in the feature space for diversity. For kinetic
evaluation, we use a kinetic feature extractor [31] following
existing works [27, 36]. Since this feature extractor calcu-
lates average velocity and acceleration, we compute kinetic
features on split 2.5-second data to ensure the density of fea-
ture distribution which is similar to settings in AIST++ [27].
Thus, we have got FIDk for kinetic quality and Distk for ki-
netic diversity.
Shot Feature Evaluation. Shot features are significant to
dance camera synthesis, however existing works [5, 32, 42]
are limited to 2D classifications with finite shot types. So
we newly devise a shot feature extractor in 3D scenes, con-
sidering the knowledge of cinematography. As shown in
Figure 6, we calculate shot features as:

Featuresshot = (S3/S1, S3/S2). (6)

where S1 and S3 indicate camera plane projection areas of
the dancer’s whole body and body parts inside the camera
screen. S2 is the camera screen area. Using this formula-
tion, S3/S1 represents the percentage of the body inside the
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Method
Quality Diversity Dancer Fidelity User Study

FIDk ↓ FIDs ↓ Distk ↑ Dists ↑ DMR↓ LCD↓ DanceCamera3D WinRate↑
Ground Truth - - 3.275 1.731 0.00142 - 37.62% ± 2.83%

DanceRevolution∗ [21] 10.267 2.368 1.491 1.118 0.0062 0.154 71.90% ± 2.38%
FACT# [27] 5.205 0.960 1.505 1.007 0.0070 0.151 65.71% ± 1.71%
DanceCamera3D w/o Lba 4.022 0.728 1.421 1.671 0.0899 0.310 77.14% ± 3.53%
DanceCamera3D (Ours) 3.749 0.280 1.631 1.326 0.0025 0.147 -

Table 2. Comparison of our DanceCamera3D with Spatio-Temporal Models. ∗ means we utilize the LSTM decoder of DanceRevolu-
tion [21] to generate camera motion frame by frame. # means we follow FACT [27] to autoregressively synthesize camera motion with
seed motions. - denotes that the self-comparison is meaningless.

camera view and S3/S2 denotes the proportion of the cam-
era screen that the dancer occupies. Then, we calculate FID
and Dist for Featuresshot and its velocity to get FIDs and
Dists for shot quality and diversity. Considering the differ-
ence between shot and kinetic features, we compute shot
metrics frame-by-frame to keep the accuracy of shot types.
Dancer Fidelity Evaluation. Dancer fidelity means cam-
era movement should try to capture significant body parts
against the dancer’s poses and avoid the long time absence
of the dancer in the camera view. We propose to evaluate
dancer fidelity with the following two metrics: 1) Dancer
Missing Rate (DMR): DMR represents the ratio of frames
in which the dancer is not in the view of the camera, and 2)
Limbs Capture Difference (LCD): LCD denotes the differ-
ence of body parts inside and outside camera view between
synthesized results and ground truth. Lower DMR and LCD
mean better dancer fidelity for fewer dancer-missing situa-
tions and more similarity between results and ground truth
which is carefully modified.
User Study. For qualitative evaluation, we conduct a user
study to compare our method with baseline methods, ab-
lation method, and ground truth. In this study, we first
randomly select 10 dance-camera inputs from the test set
ranging from 17∼35 seconds and sample results from our
methods and compared methods. For each baseline result,
we combine the corresponding results from our method and
produce 40 pairs of dance videos. Then, we invite 21 par-
ticipants to watch all these 40 pairs of videos in a ran-
dom shuffled order and answer the question “Which camera
movement better showcases the dance and music? LEFT or
RIGHT” for each pair of videos. The invited 21 participants
consist of dancers, animators, filmmakers, and people who
have rare expertise with camera and dance.

5.3. Comparison with Spatio-Temporal Models

Since there is no existing method for music-dance con-
ditioned camera synthesis, we implement some baselines
following an auto-regressive generation scheme which has
achieved strong qualitative performance in dance synthesis:
• DanceRevolution [21]. Following DanceRevolution, we

synthesize camera movement autoregressively with a 3-

layer LSTM decoder.
• FACT [27]. Following FACT, we use a transformer de-

coder to generate camera movement with 2.5-second seed
movements in an autoregressive scheme. Bailando [36]
also achieves strong qualitative performance using trans-
formers, but they pre-train dance motions as motion units
which cannot be applied to the camera since camera
movements have a strong correlation with dancers’ po-
sitions so it’s hard to encode them as independent units.

For comparison fairness, we utilize the same feature en-
coders and losses with our model. Results are shown
in Table 2, which demonstrate that our DanceCamere3D
achieves better quality and higher diversity on both kinetic
and shot features while preserving more dancer fidelity.
The user study shows our method surpasses baseline meth-
ods by at least 65.71% winning rate. Compared to ground
truth camera movements, our synthesized camera move-
ments still have 37.62%. Feedback from users tells us that
our model produces satisfying camera movements with con-
siderable shot-type changes and a quite good focus on the
character, but ground truth movements have more granular
control and fewer artifacts since they are manually edited by
animators. The case study also shows that our DanceCam-
era3D surpasses baseline methods and produces competi-
tive results against ground truth, as illustrated in Figure 8.

5.4. Comparison on CFG

Classifier-free guidance (CFG) has been demonstrated to
achieve state-of-the-art results for image generation [16, 39]
and dance synthesis [41] using explicit control over the
diversity-fidelity trade-off. However, dance camera synthe-
sis is a more complex situation, since this problem has 2
conditions in which dance motion is strongly correlated to
the camera and music audio is weakly correlated. Thus,
we devise a strategy to separate dance and music condi-
tions and conduct experiments on it. As shown in Fig-
ure 7, we illustrate results with different guidance weights
ω1, ω2 to dance and music conditions including: 1) Red
lines: ω1 = ω2 = ω, 2) Blue lines: ω1 = ω + 0.25,
ω2 = ω and 3) Green lines: ω1 = ω, ω2 = ω + 0.25.
Overall, results demonstrate that CFG strengthens the di-
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Dist! ↑ Dist" ↑ FID! ↓ FID" ↓ DMR ↓ LCD ↓
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Figure 7. Comparison of condition separation strategy on CFG. Red lines show the results of applying equal guidance weights ω1, ω2.
Based on this, we separately add 0.25 guidance weight on ω1 and ω2, indicating enhancements in dance and music conditions which are
represented with Blue and Green lines. Overall, CFG strengthens the diversity and quality of camera movement by trading off dancer
fidelity. Compared to equal guidance on all conditions, adding guidance separately allows more fine-grained control of the trade-offs.

versity and quality of camera movement while trading off
dancer fidelity. Notably, too large guidance weights cause
a drop in the quality of camera movement. This is because
overdose enhancement on conditions will move the results
away from the ground truth distribution. Comparing green
and blue lines, we find the music condition produces a more
intense effect on camera movements, and the dance mo-
tion condition causes slower changes and better quality for
achieving lower FIDk and FIDs with less loss on dancer fi-
delity at some points. This complies with the reality that,
dance motion as a strong condition brings more focus on
dancers, and music as a weak condition influences more on
movement style. In summary, our strong-weak conditions
separation strategy provides more fine-grained control on
the trade-offs in dance camera synthesis.

DanceCamera3D

DanceCamera3D
       w/o 

FACT

DanceRevolution

Ground Truth

Method Visualization

Figure 8. Visual comparison of rendered dance videos with syn-
thesized camera movement from our DanceCamera3D and base-
line methods. Compared to DanceRevolution and FACT, our
DanceCamera3D produces more shot-type changes. DanceCam-
era3D w/o Lba produces unbearable artifacts of failing to capture
the position of the dancer which proves the effectiveness of Lba.
Here we use the character model from [1].

5.5. Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation experiment to study the effective-
ness of our newly designed body attention loss Lba. As
shown in Table 2, quantitative evaluations show that the
quality, dancer fidelity, and kinetic diversity decrease when
we remove the Lba. The diversity of shot increases since
there are more frames without dancer in the camera screen,
which greatly change the distribution of shot features. User
study also proves that model with Lba produces more stable
results with fewer artifacts like failing to capture the dancer
or placing the dancer at the edge of the screen for a long
time. As shown in Figure 8, the model without Lba is more
likely to generate unbearable artifacts which demonstrate
the effectiveness of Lba.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce a novel and valuable task: Music
Dance driven Camera Movement Synthesis. To address this
challenging problem, we constructed a new dataset DCM,
which for the first time simultaneously collects camera,
dance, and music data together with rich annotations.
With this dataset, we present DanceCamera3D with a
novel loss function and condition separation strategy, that
can synthesize high-quality 3D dance camera movement
given music and dance. We conduct comprehensive
evaluations on the DCM dataset with newly devised
metrics. Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of our DanceCamera3D. To encourage
further research in the fields of music, choreography, and
cinematography, we will make both the source code and
the dataset openly available as open-source resources.
We believe our DCM dataset can not only facilitate the
studies of dance camera synthesis but also contribute to re-
search like camera keyframing and shot type classification.
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